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概観
観測実験の最近のエポック
2002-2004 の観測運転: LIGO, GEO, TAMA
VIRGO運転開始間近
LISAのロードマップ
将来計画について
LCGT, LIGO-II
重力波源：探査の状況／将来計画での展望
連星合体
バースト重力波
連続波
Stochastic



観測実験の現状(~2004夏)



レーザー干渉計
TAMA(日)
1999年９回の観測　(total > 3000hour)
LIGO(米), GEO(独英)
S1(2002), S2(2003), S3(2003-4)
VIRGO(伊仏)
2004年秋に最初のfull configurationでの運転

ACIGA(豪)
（予算まだ）



世界のレーザー干渉計実験
LIGO （米国）
VIRGO　（イタリア、フランス）
GEO　　（ドイツ、イギリス）
TAMA　（日本）

ACIGA  （オーストラリア）計画中



LIGO & GEO



(cont.) LIGO : Sensitivity

•S1(2002), S2(2003), S3(2003-4)
• factor for the design sensitivity



GEO : Runs & Sensitivity



(cont.) GEO : Detection Range



VIRGO



(cont.) VIRGO : shaking down the performance

C5 run be held in 2004 autumn.



TAMA
National Astronomical Observatory (NAOJ), 

Institute for Cosmic Ray Research (ICRR), The University of Tokyo, 
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), 

University of Electro-Communications, Osaka City University, Osaka University, 
Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyoto University, 

Niigata University, Hirosaki University, Tohoku University, Hiroshima University, 
Tokyo Denki University, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and 

Technology, Tokai University



(cont.) TAMA: Commissioning

Data Taking period actual data amount take note

DT1 8/6 - 7/1999  ~3 + ~7 hours continuous lock first whole system test

DT2 9/17 - 20/1999  31 hours first Physics run

DT3 4/20 - 23/2000 13 hours

-- 8/14/2000 World best sensitivity h ~ 5x10-21 [1/√Hz]

DT4 8/21 - 9/3/2000 167 hours stable long run

DT5 3/1 - 3/8/2001 111 hours

Test Run 1 6/4 - 6/6/2001
Longest stretch of continuous lock 

is 24:50
keep running all day

DT6 8/1 - 9/20/2001
1038 hours 

duty cycle 86%
full-dressed run

DT7 8/31 - 9/2/2002 24 hours with duty cycle 76.7%
Recycling,

h ~ 3x10-21 [1/√Hz],
Simultaneous obs with LIGO & GEO

DT8 2/14 – 4/14/2003
1168 hours,

duty cycle 81.1%
coincidence obs with

LIGO S2

DT9
10/31(Actually 11/

28)/2003
 – 1/5/2004

557 hours, duty 58.5%
weekday: night time
weekend: full time

partial coincidence run with LIGO S3
‘crewless’ operation



(cont.) TAMA : Sensitivity
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h equivalent noise spectrum of TAMA300 

 2001/06    (DT6)
 2002/08/31 (DT7)
 2003/02/20 (DT8)
 2003/11/04 (DT9)

h ~ 2 x 10-21 [/√Hz] @ 1kHz



共鳴型
IGEC
ALLEGRO(米), AURIGA(伊) EXPLOLER(伊), 
NAUTILUS(スイス), NIOBE(豪)

球形アンテナ
Mini-GRAIL(蘭)
GRAVITON (ブラジル)



The International Gravitational Event Collaboration

  Fundamentals    Documents    Detectors    F.A.Q.    People    Links    Internal   

  Characteristics    Directional sensitivity   

 

The IGEC Members

The following detectors participate into the IGEC. Click on a name to connect to the experiment
web site.  
In the picture below the detectors locations on earth are represented. It happens that there is a
great  circle passing near each site (red line on the picture below) This allows for parallel
orientation of  the bars.

ALLEGRO Based in  Louisiana,  USA.
Lousiana State University

AURIGA Based in  Padova,  Italy.
Legnaro National Laboratories,  INFN

EXPLORER Based in,  Geneva,  Switzerland.
CERN, INFN

NAUTILUS Based in  Rome,  Italy.
Frascati National Laboratories,  INFN

NIOBE Based in  Perth,  Australia.
University  of  Western Australia

Last modified 1379 days ago.

 

These Pages are Maintained by Lucio Baggio

IGEC
共鳴型アンテナ×５台
観測：1997-2000
上限
H ~ 2x10-21 [/rHz]

 "Methods and results of the 
IGEC search for burst 
gravitational waves in the 
years 1997-2000  ",
 Phys. Rev. D 68 (2003) 022001, 
(astro-ph/0302482)



球形共鳴アンテナ
共鳴周波数が高い
ブラックホール準固有振動リングダウンや合体
フェーズの重力波をターゲット
１台で入射方向を決めうる

http://www.minigrail.nl/http://www.das.inpe.br/~graviton/



同時観測
LIGO - GEO
LIGO - ALLEGRO
データ解析については、LSC (LIGO Scientific Collaboration) が横断的な組
織になっている
LIGO - HETE2
GRBトリガーと重力波検出器のバーストイベント
TAMA - LIGO
TAMA と LIGO(LSC)で同時観測についてのワーキンググループが設けられ、
そこで進行している。
連星合体、バースト重力波、GRBなどの外部トリガについて解析中
TAMA-LISM
TAMA - ROG(ローマ大の共鳴アンテナ)
IGEC



ALLEGRO - LIGO
ALLEGRO - LIGO Livingston
during S2 run (180 hours)
Stochastic を対象

Preli
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ry
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STEP 2

STEP 1

   LIGO–TAMA coincidence
Coincidence Schematics

TAMA LIGO
(LHO1, LHO2, LLO)

event candidates lists event candidates lists

AND
(=coincidence)

event behavior
(waveform, amplitude, -> coherence)

upper limit / significancy

upper limit / significancy

search by own data filter evaluatation
(efficiency, fake 

rate, etc.)

search



TAMA-LISM
TAMA300 + LISM20 (20m IF, Kamoka)
雑音棄却率 < 10-4

H.Takahashi et. al., PRD70, 042003

sources are sharply concentrated in the galactic disk, we

would detect more events when the zenith direction of the

detector coincides with the direction to the galactic plane

than the rest of time. The zenith direction faces to the galac-

tic disk at around 6:00 and 18:00 in the sidereal hour. Since

LISM is only sensitive to sources within a few kpc, we may

not be able to see any significant excess of the events in the

galactic disk within this distance unless the concentration of

the sources to the galactic disk is very strong. Even in this

case, it is useful to investigate the sidereal time distribution

to look for signatures of real events.

We find that the distribution of coincident events is con-

sistent with accidentals, although there are a few hours in

which the agreement is not very good. Thus, we conclude

that the result of the sidereal hour distribution is consistent

with the number of accidentals, and there is no signature of

gravitational wave event.

In Fig. 17!b", we also plot the number of coincident
events as a function of the Japanese Standard Time !JST".
Since the deviation of the local sidereal time from JST is not

very large during the period of observation, this figure is

very similar to Fig. 17!a". The reason that there are many
coincident events during 20:00 to 22:00 JST is due to a large

number of events recorded by LISM during that period. Dur-

ing the DT6 observation, there were some activities in the

Kamioka mine from 20:00 to 22:00 JST, and trucks went

through the tunnel of the mine during that period. We suspect

this caused fake events in LISM.

APPENDIX D: PARAMETER ESTIMATION ERRORS

INDUCED BY DETECTOR NOISE

In this appendix, we briefly review the theory of the pa-

rameter estimation error developed in #23$. This is used in
determining the parameter windows for the coincidence

analysis in this paper.

In the matched filtering, for a given incident gravitational

wave, different realizations of the noise will give rise to

somewhat different best-fit parameters. For a large SNR, the

best-fit parameters will have Gaussian distributions centered

on the correct values. Specifically, let %̃ i be the correct values
of the parameters, and let %̃ i!&% i be the best-fit parameters
in the presence of a realization of noise. Then for large SNR,

the parameter estimation errors &% i have the Gaussian prob-
ability distribution

p!&% i""Ne#(1/2)' i j&% i&% j. !D1"

where ' i j is called Fisher Information matrix defined by

' i j(! )h

)% i
,
)h

)% j" , !D2"

and N"!det(!/2*) is the normalization factor. It follows
that the root-mean-square errors in % i is given by

+ i"!#!&% i"2$"!, ii, !D3"

where "(!#1, and the correlation coefficient between pa-

rameters % i and % j is given by

ci j"
-&% i&% j.

+ i+ j

"
, i j

!, ii, j j
. !D4"

By definition, each ci j lies in the range (#1,1).
As given in Sec. III A, an inspiraling signal in the fre-

quency domain is given by

h̃! f ""Af#7/6ei/( f ). !D5"

FIG. 16. (0TAMA /!1TAMA
2 , 0LISM /!1LISM

2 ) scatter plots in the

case &t"3.28 sec. The crosses !!" are the events survived after the
time selection, and the circled crosses (! ) are the events survived

after the time, mass and amplitude selections.

FIG. 17. !a" The event distribution as a function of the local
sidereal time. The solid line represents the number of coincident

events per one sidereal hour. The dot-dashed line represents the

estimated number of accidentals. !b" The number of coincident
events as a function of the Japanese Standard Time.

TAKAHASHI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 042003 !2004"

042003-14



スペース
LISA
ESA/NASA
３台のスペースクラフト
2012/2013年 打ち上げ予定

テスト機 : 
LISA pathfinder(Smart-II) 2008年

(BBO, DECIGO)

http://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/area/index.cfm?fareaid=1



Remark:
将来計画について



次世代検出器
LCGT                                                       advLIGO
低温、基線長3km、地下(神岡)

第 3 章. LCGT 計画の目標と概要
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図 3.1: LCGT 計画の目標感度：干渉計の原理的な雑音である optical readout noise(shot noise と radiation pressure noise か
らなる) と thermal noise と seismic noise を示した。これらの総和 (total) が LCGT 計画の目標感度になる。ほぼ全ての帯域で
optical readout noise で目標感度は決まっている。optical readout noise は不確定性原理に対応する standard quantum limit よ
り小さくなることはないが、LCGT 計画の目標感度はその standard quantum limit に接している。

• 基線長を TAMA300より 1桁大きい 3km

• 地面振動が静かな神岡鉱山に干渉計を設置

• 優れた防振系を導入

• 鏡やその懸架系を冷却する

ことによって seismic noiseや thermal noiseを大幅に低減する。よって図 3.1のように、LCGT計画の目
標感度はほぼ全ての帯域で optical readout noiseのみで制限される。レーザーのパワーや干渉計の構成に
よって optical readout noiseは変わるので LCGT計画の目標感度設定にあたって、1.4M! の連星中性子
星合体からの重力波の S/Nに対して最適化をおこなった。その結果が図 3.1であり、このとき 240Mpc以
内で起きた eventからの重力波を S/N> 10で捕らえることができる2。なお最適化された optical readout
noiseを実現するためには 100Wの光を干渉計に入射する必要があり、

• 高出力レーザー及びそれに対応しうる光学系の開発

が必須となる。また図 3.1は 1台の干渉計の目標感度であるが、

• 2台の干渉計を建設
2但しこれは最も感度のいい方向から重力波がやってきた場合である。全方向に対して平均すると 1/

√
5 倍になる。

12

http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/advLIGO/
http://www.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/gr/plans.html



(cont.) Detector sensitivity : LCGT VS TAMA
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重力波源 : 
最新結果と将来

連星合体
バースト
連続波
Stochastic



連星合体
コンパクト連星が地上検出器の対象
中性子星(NS)連星
ブラックホール(BH)連星
MACHO連星
現在(2004)は観測上限値
探索レンジは銀河系～局所銀河団
数100~1000時間の観測 -> 数10個／年／銀河
予想頻度からすると桁違いに悪い 

将来計画(LCGT, LIGO-II)では数１０個／年の観測を目
標とする



1. NS-NS (or NS-BH, BH-BH)

2. Expected Rate (Population)
• 1 event/106yr/galaxy

3. Prediction of Waveform
• 1. Inspiral
• Post-Newton Approxmation
• Parameters : mass of starts, arrival time, polarization

• 2. Merger <- The analytical calculation is a hard. There are some numerical expectation 

• 3. BH quasi-normal mode
• Perturbation
• Parameters : mass, Kerr parameter

Coalescence of Compact Binaries

Inspiral
Merger

QNM

Nakamura, Ohara (1990)

180 event/106yr/galaxy



連星合体の頻度（存在確率）
新しい連星パルサーの発見

PSR J0737-3039
Burgay M. et al. 2004, Nature, 426, 531

Ps [ms] Ṗs [s/s] Porbit [hour] e Mtotal [M!]τsd [Myr]τmrg [Myr]

B1913+16 59.03 8.6x10-18 7.8 0.61 2.8 65 300

B1534+12 37.90 2.4x10-18 10.0 0.27 2.7 190 2700

J0737-3039 22.70 2.4x10-18 2.4 0.087 2.6 100 85

τlife = τsd + τmrg

τsd

τmrg

スピンダウン年齢
合体までの残り時間



(cont.) 連星合体の頻度（存在確率）

Kalogera et.al., ApJL. 601 
(2004) L179-L182
Kim et.al., astro-ph/
0405564
以前の６-７倍の予想
絶対値はモデル依存：
観測できる最低光度
光度分布の巾係数
銀河の半径、高さ

L180 KALOGERA ET AL. Vol. 601

Fig. 1.—Probability density function that represents our expectation that the
actual DNS binary merger rate in the Galaxy (bottom axis) and the predicted
initial LIGO detector rate (top axis) take on particular values, given the obser-
vations. The curves shown are calculated assuming our reference model param-
eters (see text). The solid line shows the total probability density along with
those obtained for each of the three binary systems (dashed lines). Inset: Total
probability density, and corresponding 68%, 95%, and 99% confidence limits,
shown in a linear scale.

TABLE 1

Estimates for Galactic In-spiral Rates and Predicted LIGO
Detection Rates (at 95% Confidence) for

Different Population Models

Modela
Rtot

(Myr!1) IRF b

Rdet of LIGO

Initial
(kyr!1)

Advanced
(yr!1)

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . "14856!45 7.0 "6223!19
"334125!100

6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . "477180!144 6.7 "20075!60
"1073405!325

9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . "5320!16 6.9 "228!7
"12045!36

10 . . . . . . . . . . . "16763!51 6.7 "7027!21
"377143!114

12 . . . . . . . . . . . "6424!19 6.7 "2710!8
"14454!43

14 . . . . . . . . . . . "2710!8 6.3 "114!3
"6123!18

15 . . . . . . . . . . . "1183449!361 7.3 "495188!151
"26611010!813

17 . . . . . . . . . . . "268102!82 6.8 "11243!34
"602229!184

19 . . . . . . . . . . . "8532!26 6.8 "3613!11
"19172!58

20 . . . . . . . . . . . "506195!157 6.9 "21282!66
"1138439!352

a Model numbers correspond to KKL. Model 1 was used as a reference
model in KKL. Model 6 is our reference model in this study (see text).

b Increase rate factor compared to previous rates reported in KKL; IRF {
.R /Rpeak, new peak, KKL

Fig. 2.—Probability density function of the predicted number of observed
DNS binary systems for the PMB survey, for our reference model (modelNobs
6 in KKL). The mean value is estimated to be .AN S p 3.6obs

implications of our results for the detection rates of upcoming
gravitational wave detectors.

2. METHOD FOR RATE CALCULATION

Until recently, estimates of DNS coalescence rates provided
a range of possible values without any information on the like-
lihood of these values. KKL presented a newly developed sta-
tistical analysis that allows the calculation of a probability dis-
tribution for rate estimates and the determination of confidence
intervals associated with the rate estimates. The method can
be applied to any radio pulsar population (see KKL for the
two close DNS systems known at the time and Kim et al. 2004
for close binaries with a pulsar and a massive white dwarf
companion). Here we update the results of KKL, taking into
account the recent discovery of the new DNS binary PSR
J0737!3039 (Burgay et al. 2003).
The method is described in detail in KKL, but we briefly

summarize the main elements here. The method involves the
simulation of selection effects inherent in all relevant radio
pulsar surveys and a Bayesian statistical analysis for the prob-
ability distribution of the in-spiral rate estimates. The small-
number bias and the effect of the faint end of the pulsar lu-
minosity function, previously identified as the main sources of

uncertainty in rate estimates (KNST), are implicitly included
in this analysis.
For a model Galactic pulsar population with an assumed

spatial and luminosity distribution, we determine the fraction
of the total population that is actually detectable by current
large-scale pulsar surveys. In order to do this, we calculate the
effective signal-to-noise ratio for each model pulsar in each
survey and compare this with the corresponding detection
threshold. Only those pulsars that are nominally above the

Double Neutron Star Merger Rate 3

Figure 1. The DNS merger rate probability P (R) is shown on a log
scale. The thick solid line is the total Galactic rate estimate overlapped
with results for individual observed systems (dashed lines). Dotted
lines indicate confidence intervals for the rate estimates. The same
results are shown on a linear scale in the small inset. All results shown
are for our reference model.



連星合体の信号
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インスパイラル
もっとも”確実な”探索対象

特徴的な波形
PN近似で予想波形　→　マッチドフィルター
周波数(＝軌道位相)発展　→　星の質量
振幅　→　重力波源までの距離
* 入射方向、偏極を解く必要があるので完全には複数検出器が必要

宇宙の”灯台”　
重力波源としてすでに間接証明がある
PSR1913+16
Taylor J.H., et. al.,  Astrophys. J. 345, 434-450



1. Known wave form
coalescence of compact binaries ;
NS-NS, NS-BH, BH-BH, PBMACHO

2. Known noise spectrum in Fourier domain
3. Linear system

signal: s(t) = n(t) + a h(t)
noise component :n(t),  GW signal: a h(t)
average noise power spectrum: Sh(f)

template waveform: h(t)
signal-to-noise ratio:

chi^2 test

Matched Filter

ρ(τ ; parameters) = 2
∫ f2

f1

h̃∗(f) · s̃(f)
Sh(f)

e−i2πfτdf

SNR = ρ/
√

2



(cont.)インスパイラル

Caltech 40m
   Upper Limit: <0.5 event/h C.L.90%, Deff ~ 25 kpc

B.Allen et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 83 (1999) 1498-1501
TAMA

DT2
0.59 event/h C.L.90%, Range ~  3.4 kpc 

H.Tagoshi et. al., Phys. Rev. D63 (2000) 062001 
DT8 (2003春)

29 event/yr C.L.90%, Range ~42.2 kpc
DT9 (2003秋)

Range ~72.5 kpc
LIGO

S1(2002夏)
170 event/yr for MWEG(銀河系＋大小マゼラン)
Deff ~ 176kp (L1), 46kpc (H1)

Phys.Rev.D69 (2004) 122001
S2(2003春)

PRELIMINARY < 50 event/yr for MWEG, Range ~ 6.8Mpc
S3(2003秋)

註：検出可能距離の定義が、グループで少しずつ違う...



(cont.) LIGO: S1 result

LIGO S1 typical spectrum and GW
(PRD69,122001)

170 event/yr (C.L.90%), for MWEG



(cont.) TAMA : Search History

DT2
Range (SNR=10): 3.4 kpc
Mass region: 0.3 - 10 Msolar 
Upper limit: 0.59 event/hour (C.L.90%)

DT4
Range (SNR=10): 17.9 kpc
Mass region: 1-2 Msolar
Upper limit: 0.027 event/hour (C.L.90%)

DT6
Range (SNR=10): 33.1 kpc
Mass region: 1-2 Msolar  ,Upper limit: 0.0095 event/hour (C.L.90%)

=83 event/yr
DT8

Range (SNR=10): 42.2 kpc, 
Detection Efficiency ~60% for Galactic event
Mass region: 1-2 Msolar  ,Upper limit: 0.0056 event/hour (C.L.90%)

=49 event/yr
                        1-3 Msolar  ,Upper limit: 0.0033 event/hour (C.L.90%)

=29 event/yr
DT9

Range (SNR=10): 72.5 kpc
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(cont.) TAMA: Detection Range
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将来計画では？

現在の観測は上限値...

将来計画で見込まれるイベント数は？
現在デザインしている感度でどのくらい探索できる
のか？



(cont.) LCGT の連星合体（インスパイラル）探索範囲
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(cont.) LCGTの探索レンジとイベント期待値
感度デザイン

1.4-1.4 Msolar 連星合体
インスパイラル重力波
最適方向入射, SNR>10 でレンジは240 Mpc

実効的には？
探索体積：106 Mpcの球に相当
イベント数期待値：12.6 ev/yr (2.2-52.6 event/yr C.L.95%)

by D.Tatsumi

ー＞
２、３年運転で数10イベ
ント得られれば、
・存在頻度の決定
・中性子星の物理（合体や
リングダウン波形と情報を合わせ
て）
が可能となる。



BH準固有振動リングダウン
BH準固有振動(Quasi-Normal Mode)
ブラックホール時空の摂動解
リングダウン重力波

連星合体の後にBHが形成されれば、
準固有振動が励起されるだろう。

h(t) = Ae−π fct
Q sin(2πfct)

Q ∼ 2.0(1 − a)−0.45

リングダウン
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40

1.661.641.62
time [sec]

T.Regge and J.Wheeler (1957)
F.Zerilli (1970)
S. Teukolsky(1972,1973)
S.Detweiler (1980) 　etc.

F.Echeverria (1989)fc ∼ 3.2 × 104

M

[
1 − 0.63(1 − a)0.3

]
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(cont.) BHリングダウン

理論的には波形予想されてい
るのに、いままであまり探索
されていない
40mでのテスト的な研究と、最近の
TAMAくらい
理由：
振幅の予想（=励起の大き
さ）がよくわからない
周波数が高い
1.4-1.4 Msolar で形成された場合
7kHzくらい
雑音棄却がむづかしい
テンプレートデザイン　等
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0.1 1 10 100 1000
Mass of One Star (x2 = BH mass) [Msolar]

 Inspiral final (6)
 QNM (Kerr param: a=0.9)



(cont.) BHリングダウン
しかし、
観測周波数帯域の高い検出器
TAMA, 球形共鳴アンテナ
より感度の高い検出器
LCGT, LIGO II

にとっては探索対象と
なりうる。

10 pc
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Note: The range is defined
 for SNR=10,  sources 
 at optimal direction.  
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(cont.) BHリングダウン

テンプレートのデザイン
H.Nakano et. al., Phys.Rev.D68,102003(2004) 11

FIG. 6: A part of the tiling of the template space in the original coordinates (fc, Q) with fc measured in units of 100Hz. Note
that the contour of ds2

max = 0.02 for each template is warped.

FIG. 7: The template points on the original coordinates (fc, Q). The smaller the value of fc is, the larger the number of
templates is needed.

and Q is 102 ≤ fc ≤ 104 Hz and 2 ≤ Q ≤ 20, and the minimal match is 0.97, the ratio η, between the sum of the
areas of the equal match circles around the templates, Scir, and the area to be covered, Spar, is 1.57 which is much
smaller than the value obtained before.

Next, we have discuss the validity of this tiling method in the case of colored noise spectrum. As a model of realistic
noise power spectrum, we used a fitting curve of the noise power spectrum of TAMA300 during 2001. We prepare a
template bank assuming the minimum match 98%. We then examined the loss of signal-to-noise ratio of the signals
detected in the template bank. We found that, in most case, we do not lose the signal-to-noise ratio no more than
2% which is expected from the pre-assigned minimum match. This shows that the tiling method can be used even in
the case of colored noise spectrum.

The tiling method should be tested using the real data of laser interferometers. A study in this direction using the

効率的なテンプレートグリッド
探索パラメーターの直交化



(cont.) BHリングダウン
インスパイラルと相補的なサーチ 
コインシデンス
より重い質量範囲 -> 10-1000 Msolar
BHのパラメーターの決定
周波数 ---> 質量   ΔM/M ~ a few -10 %
Q(減衰時間) ---> 角運動量（Kerr パラメター）

by Y.Tsunesada　(preparing for publication)

“BH mass spectroscopy 
by GW” の可能性!



合体フェーズ
解析的予想が難しい
星の構造、粘性、
状態方程式
-> 逆に、測定によって
これらを決める（制限
をつける）ことができ
る。

数値シミュレーショ
ンによる予想

Oechslin, Uryu, Poghosyan, Thielemann, 
Mon.Not.R.Astron.Soc. 349,1469(2004)



バースト重力波
超新星爆発
コアの崩壊でバースト重力波の放出
1~10 msec のタイムスケール

シミュレーションによる波形予想
Komatsu et al. (1989)
Zwerger & Müler (1997)
Dimmelmeier et.al., (2001,2002) 
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(cont.) バースト重力波

Harald Dimmelmeier,  Jose A. Font,  Ewald Mueller, 
Astron.Astrophys. 393 (2002) 523-542

H. Dimmelmeier, J.A. Font & E. Müller: Relativistic rotational core collapse. II 17
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Fig. 17. Prospects of detection of the
gravitational wave signal from axisym-
metric rotational supernova core col-
lapse in relativistic (black filled cir-
cles) and Newtonian (red unfilled cir-
cles) gravity. The figure gives the (di-
mensionless) gravitational wave ampli-
tude hTT and the frequency range for
all 26 models. For a source at a dis-
tance of 10 kpc the signals of all models
are above the burst sensitivity of the
LIGO I detector (except for some low
amplitude, high frequency models), and
well above that of the LIGO II interfer-
ometer. The burst sensitivity gives the
r.m.s. noise amplitude hrms ∼

√
νS(ν)

over a bandwith of width ν at a fre-
quency ν for the instrument noise power
spectral density S(ν). The error bars
mark the frequency range inside which
the spectral energy density is within
50% of its peak value.
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Fig. 18. Impact of the frequency and
wave amplitude shift on the sig-
nal detectability for relativistic models
which experience multiple bounces in
Newtonian gravity. In the “best case”,
both amplitude and frequency increase
in relativistic gravity (a). However, on
average only the frequency increases
(b). In neither case the shift is as steep
as the high frequency sensitivity curve
of an interferometer detector, and thus
a relativistic model may fall out of the
sensitivity window of the detector, if
the Newtonian model is just within de-
tection range. Note that the vertical
scale is arbitrary. Symbols and error
bars as in Fig. 17.

sidering the arithmetic mean of their peak amplitudes and
peak frequencies:

νN
mean = 394 Hz

νR
mean = 930 Hz


 + 136%,

hTT N
mean = 1.55 × 10−20

hTT R
mean = 1.69 × 10−20


 + 9%.

(7)

Our simulations show that while the average gravitational
wave signal amplitude hTT does not change significantly,
the frequency more than doubles.

This large frequency shift can have important con-
sequences for the prospects of detection of gravitational
waves. If the signal of a particular model is close to the

detection threshold of a detector, as shown in Fig. 18
for the 13 models which experience multiple bounces
in Newtonian gravity, the influence of relativity can be
twofold. In the “best case scenario” the signal is shifted to
both higher frequencies and amplitudes (case a). However,
more frequently the location of the model will only shift
towards higher frequencies in the amplitude-frequency di-
agram (case b – see Eq. (7)), and therefore in a borderline
case the signal may actually leave the sensitivity window
of the detector.

5. Summary and conclusions

We have presented hydrodynamic simulations of relativis-
tic rotational supernova core collapse in axisymmetry and
have analyzed the gravitational radiation emitted by such

距離10kpc で典型的にh~1x10-20, 100-1000Hz



バースト波の探索方法
検出器の非定常雑音との区別が決め手

TAMAの解析　　by M.Ando



(cont.) バースト波探索　TAMA

by M.Ando  (preparing for publication)
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バースト波探索 LIGO S1
LIGO S1 観測運転の解析結果

rate VS hrss

モデル波形で結果が少し異
なる

lock stretch, were excluded from further analysis. After ex-

clusion of the playground data and these lock stretch bound-

aries, 80.8 h of triple-coincidence data remain.

Much effort has gone into improving the stationarity of

the statistical properties of the detector noise, and under-

standing the noise fluctuations. However, both the detectors’

responses, and their noise levels, were far from stationary,

largely because the control systems were not yet completely

implemented. In order to ensure that the data used for this

burst search are of the highest available quality, we excluded

locked stretches in which the noise in the gravitational wave

channel exceeded a predetermined threshold. The band-

limited !BL" root-mean-square !rms" noise power in the
gravitational wave channel was monitored continuously in

four bands !320–400, 400–600, 600–1600, and 1600–3000
Hz". Whenever the BL rms over a six-minute interval for any
detector in any of these bands exceeded a threshold of 3

times the 68th percentile level for the entire run !10 times for
the 320–400 Hz band", the data from that six-minute period

were excluded from further analysis. A total of 54.6 h of

triple-coincidence data remains after this ‘‘BL rms cut.’’ A

sufficiently strong gravitational wave burst could trigger the

BL rms cut and thereby prevent its own detection; the re-

quired amplitude is calculated in Sec. V B.

As discussed in Sec. II A, the response of the detectors to

gravitational waves was tracked by injecting sinusoidal cali-

bration excitations into the end test mass control systems.

Due to technical difficulties, these calibration lines were not

reliable or available during some data taking periods. In or-

der to ensure that all the data used in this search represent

observations from detectors with well-understood response,

data that show no, or anomalously low, calibration lines were

excluded from further analysis !the ‘‘calibration cut’’", leav-
ing 35.5 h of triple-coincidence data remaining. This is the

final data sample used to search for gravitational wave

bursts.

III. THE DATA PROCESSING PIPELINE

In the analysis presented here, the purpose of the data

processing pipeline is to identify candidate gravitational

wave events in the data from all three detectors in coinci-

dence. In this section, we discuss the procedures and algo-

rithms used to identify coincident burst event candidates, the

tuning of the most important parameters, and the procedures

used to estimate the accidental coincident burst event rate.

The entire analysis procedure, parameter tuning, event prop-

erty estimation, and all other optimizations were developed

using the playground data !Sec. II C", and frozen before ap-
plying the analysis to the full S1 data set. In the process of

analyzing the full data set, it became clear that many of the

procedures and tunings were less than optimal, for a variety

of reasons. We present the results of this first analysis in this

paper, and intend to apply improved methods and optimiza-

tions !see Sec. VII B" to the analysis of future data sets
!which will have much greater sensitivity to gravitational
wave bursts".

A. Pipeline overview

Figure 2 shows, in graphical form, the data processing

pipeline used in this analysis. Most of the figure is used to

schematically illustrate various steps in the pipeline of one of

the interferometric detectors !H1, L1, or H2, generically re-
ferred to here as IFO-1". The analysis pipelines of the other
two IFO’s !IFO-2 and IFO-3" are not shown in detail because
they are identical to the first. The first step in the pipeline

!‘‘Band limited rms & calibration cuts’’" validates the strain
channel data used in the analysis; only validated data !Sec.
II C" taken at times when all three detectors were operating
simultaneously in science mode are used in this analysis.

This step establishes the accumulated observation time, or

livetime, for the analysis.

The next steps in the pipeline !‘‘Prefiltering & whiten-

ing’’" take as input the raw gravitational wave channel data
from each detector, and prefilter the data stream !Sec. III B".
The following step !‘‘Burst event trigger generation’’"
searches for bursts in the filtered data stream using two dif-

ferent burst detection algorithms !Sec. III C", resulting in a
set of event triggers at each detector. All data were processed

in nonoverlapping segments that were six minutes long.

Our pipeline allows for the elimination of event triggers

that are coincident in time with anomalous events in auxil-

iary channels that monitor the detector and the environment

!see ‘‘Auxiliary channels’’ path and ‘‘Single IFO analysis’’

gate in Fig. 2". The consideration of these potential vetoes

FIG. 2. Schematic outline of

the S1 bursts analysis pipeline.

ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 102001 !2004"
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D. Sensitivity to modeled bursts

We can use the efficiency determined by simulated signal

injections, discussed in Secs. V B and V C, to estimate the

weakest signal we could have seen in the search described in

this article. The efficiencies of each of our two event trigger

generators for several different waveforms is shown in Figs.

13 and 14. The sensitivity at 50% efficiency, for a variety of

Gaussian and sine-Gaussian waveforms, is shown in Table II

in terms of h rss, and in Table III in terms of hchar.

VI. INTERPRETED RESULTS

A. Exclusion in rate versus strength plane

The results of our search can be used to set limits on

models of ensembles of gravitational waves arriving at the

earth. Figure 15 shows the upper limits that we set, using the

TFCLUSTERS event trigger generator, as expressed in the

plane of event rate versus h rss. The top figure is for the case

of 1 and 2.5 ms Gaussian bursts, and the lower figure is for

sine-Gaussian bursts with central frequency of 361, 554, 850

and 1304 Hz.

As discussed in Secs. I and V, these limits are given in

terms of an ensemble of waves of equal amplitude, incident

on the earth from all directions and with all !linear" polariza-
tions. This ensemble is not motivated by astrophysical con-

siderations, but is nevertheless useful in characterizing the

performance of the search, and it can be compared with simi-

lar limits obtained by resonant bar detector collaborations

#1,2$.
The curves in Fig. 15 are constructed by dividing our

observed event rate upper limit by the efficiency curves

shown in Fig. 13. In the limit of large wave amplitudes h rss
where our efficiency is essentially unity, the upper limit is

independent of amplitude, at a level given by the burst rate

limit presented in Sec. IV C. The limit at all amplitudes with

lower efficiency is given by that burst rate limit, multiplied

by the inverse of the efficiency.

The meaning of the upper limit curve can be understood

by imagining that one is interested in the flux of 1 ms Gauss-

ian gravitational wave bursts at a particular amplitude. Read-

ing the value of the curve at that amplitude gives the 90%

confidence level upper limit on the rate of such bursts with

h rss equal to or greater than that amplitude. Similarly, one

can use these curves to determine the 90% confidence level

upper limit on the amplitude of bursts which are incident at a

specified rate.

B. Comparing results from the two pipelines

As discussed in Sec. IV A, the variability in the SLOPE

background led us to choose not to use it to set an upper limit

on the gravitational wave burst rate. However, the two event

trigger generators use very different and complementary

TABLE II. Sensitivity to various waveforms in the S1 run from

TFCLUSTERS and SLOPE pipelines for triple-coincidence detection,

averaged over source direction and polarization. The sensitivity is

given in terms of h rss #Eq. !5.3", units of Hz!1/2], at 50% efficiency

(h rss 1/2). A 20% uncertainty associated with calibration !Sec. VI C"
is not included.

TFCLUSTERS SLOPE

#Hz!1/2$ #Hz!1/2$

Gaussian %"1.0 ms 1.0#10!18 2.6#10!18

Gaussian %"2.5 ms 8.2#10!18 3.6#10!17

sine Gaussian f 0"153 Hz 1.6#10!18 1.2#10!17

sine Gaussian f 0"235 Hz 5.1#10!19 2.8#10!18

sine Gaussian f 0"361 Hz 3.8#10!19 1.1#10!18

sine Gaussian f 0"554 Hz 4.2#10!19 5.6#10!19

sine Gaussian f 0"850 Hz 7.3#10!19 6.1#10!19

sine Gaussian f 0"1304 Hz 1.4#10!18 6.7#10!19

sine Gaussian f 0"2000 Hz 2.3#10!18 2.5#10!18

TABLE III. Sensitivity to various waveforms in the S1 run from

TFCLUSTERS and SLOPE pipelines for triple-coincidence detection,

averaged over source direction and polarization. The sensitivity is

given in terms of hchar #Eq. !5.6", dimensionless strain$, at 50%
efficiency. A 20% uncertainty associated with calibration !Sec.
VI C" is not included.

TFCLUSTERS SLOPE

Gaussian %"1.0 ms 1.4#10!18 3.6#10!18

Gaussian %"2.5 ms 3.3#10!19 1.5#10!18

sine Gaussian f 0"153 Hz 3.1#10!17 2.4#10!16

sine Gaussian f 0"235 Hz 1.2#10!17 6.8#10!17

sine Gaussian f 0"361 Hz 1.1#10!17 3.3#10!17

sine Gaussian f 0"554 Hz 1.6#10!17 2.1#10!17

sine Gaussian f 0"850 Hz 3.4#10!17 2.8#10!17

sine Gaussian f 0"1304 Hz 8.0#10!17 3.8#10!17

sine Gaussian f 0"2000 Hz 1.6#10!16 1.8#10!16

FIG. 15. Rate versus h rss for detection of specific waveforms

using the TFCLUSTERS event trigger generator. The region above and

to the right of the curves is excluded at 90% confidence level or

greater. The effect of the 20% uncertainty in the detector response is

included. Top: for Gaussians with %"1.0 ms and %"2.5 ms. Bot-
tom: for sine Gaussians with Q"9 and central frequency f 0
"361, 554, 850, and 1304 Hz.

FIRST UPPER LIMITS FROM LIGO ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 102001 !2004"

102001-17

Phys.Rev.D69,102001(2004)

GA: ガウス型, SG: sin(t)xガウス型

バースト波は重力波源としては期待大
将来計画の感度向上次第



cf: GW burst from string cusp

with the kink analog of the cusp interpolating function !Eq.
"5.11#$:

%h
(k)"z #&z!1"1"z #!1/6"1"z/zeq#

!1/6. "5.25#

The rate of GWB’s originating from kinks in the redshift

interval dz , and observed around the frequency f, is obtained

by dividing Eq. "5.13# by 'm(( , f ,z) !Eq. "5.12#$. This
yields, instead of Eqs. "5.17# and "5.18#,

Ṅ (k)" f ,z #&dṄkinks/d ln z)102kt0
!1(!7/3" f t0#

!1/3%n
(k)"z #,

"5.26#

where

%n
(k)"z ##z3"1"z #!4/3"1"z/zeq#

5/3. "5.27#

The parameter k in Eq. "5.26# is the kink analog of parameter
c in Eq. "5.17#, i.e., the average number of kinks on a loop.
Now the expectation is that k$1. In the following we shall
simply assume k)1, though one must keep in mind that k
might be significantly larger than 1.

As in our discussion of cusps, we are interested in esti-

mating the GW amplitude of kink bursts that one can expect

to detect at a given recurrence rate Ṅ . As before, this is

obtained by first solving Eq. "5.26# for z, which yields

z#zm
(k)"y (k)##"y (k)#1/3"1"y (k)#4/15"1"y (k)/y eq

(k)#!3/10,

"5.28#

where y eq
(k)&zeq

5/3 , and where the quantity y (k) is the following

function of Ṅ and f:

y (k)"Ṅ , f #&10!2"Ṅ/k #t0(
7/3" f t0#

1/3. "5.29#

We can finally write

h
Ṅ

kink
" f #)G*(1/3" f t0#

!2/3%h
(k)†zm(k)!y (k)"Ṅ , f #$‡

%+!1!'m
(k)"( ,Ṅ , f #$ , "5.30#

where 'm
(k)(( ,Ṅ , f ) denotes the result of substituting z

→zm
(k)!y (k)(Ṅ , f )$ into Eq. "5.12#. We could also have writ-

ten Eq. "5.30# in terms of an interpolating function g (k)(y (k)) ,
as in Eq. "5.23#.

D. Functional behaviors of hcusp and hkink, and first

comparison with planned GW detectors

It is easily checked that both h
Ṅ

cusp
( f ) !Eq. "5.22#$ and

h
Ṅ

kink
( f ) !Eq. "5.30#$ are monotonically decreasing functions

of both Ṅ and f. Also note that h
Ṅ

cusp
depends on the average

number of cusps c only through the combination Ṅ/c , while

h
Ṅ

kink
depends on the average number of kinks k only through

Ṅ/k . The dependence on Ṅ and f "as well as c and k) can be
described by "approximate# power laws, with an index which
depends on the relevant range of dominant redshifts. Let us

focus on the functional dependences of h
Ṅ

cusp
, which will turn

out to be the physically most relevant quantity. "It is easy to

derive the analogous results for h
Ṅ

kink
by using the formulas

given above.# As Ṅ increases "or as c decreases#, hcusp de-
creases first like Ṅ!1/3 "or c1/3) in the range zm&1, then like

Ṅ!8/11 "or c8/11) when 1&zm&zeq , and finally like Ṅ
!5/11

"or c5/11) when zm$zeq . For the frequency dependence of

hcusp, the corresponding power-law indices are successively

!5/9, !9/11 and !7/11. !These slopes come from combin-
ing the basic f!1/3 dependence of the spectrum of each cusp

burst with the indirect dependence on f of the dominant red-

shift zm(( ,Ṅ , f ); see Eqs. "5.21# and "5.20#.$ By contrast
with these monotonic behaviors, when using our assumed

link G*)(/50 between the string tension and the parameter
( , one finds that the index of the power-law dependence of
hcusp upon ( successively takes the values "7/9, !3/11 and
"5/11. The appearance of the negative index !3/11 means
that in a certain intermediate range of values of ( !corre-
sponding to 1&zm(( ,Ṅ , f )&zeq or 1&y(( ,Ṅ , f )&y eq
#zeq

11/6] the GWB amplitude "paradoxically# increases as one
decreases ( , i.e. G* . !A decrease of ( leads to a smaller

radiation power from individual loops at a given redshift, but

at the same time it also leads to a higher density of loops and

thus to a higher likelihood for an observer to see some of the

loops at a small angle with respect to cusp direction. The

overall effect is determined by the interplay of these two

factors.$
In Fig. 1 we plot "as solid lines# the logarithm of the GW

burst amplitude, log10(h
burst), as a function of log10(() for "i#

cusps with c#1 "upper curve#, "ii# cusps with c#0.1
"middle curve#, and "iii# kinks with k#1 "lower curve#. Fig-
ure 1 uses the fiducial value Ṅ#1 yr!1, and gives the value
of hcusp or hkink for a frequency f# f c#150Hz. As discussed
in Sec. VI, this central frequency is the optimal one for the

detection of a f!1/3 spectrum burst by LIGO. We indicate on

FIG. 1. Gravitational wave amplitude of bursts emitted by cos-

mic string cusps "upper curves# and kinks "lower curve# in the
LIGO-VIRGO frequency band, as a function of the parameter (
#50G* "in a base-10 log-log plot#. The upper curve assumes that
the average number of cusps per loop oscillation is c#1. The
middle curve assumes c#0.1. The lower curve gives the kink signal
"assuming only one kink per loop#. The horizontal dashed lines
indicate the one sigma noise levels "after optimal filtering# of LIGO
1 "initial detector# and LIGO 2 "advanced configuration#. The short-
dashed line indicates the ‘‘confusion’’ amplitude noise of the sto-

chastic GW background.
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064008-12

the same plot !as horizontal dashed lines" the !one-sigma"
noise levels hnoise of LIGO 1 !the initial detector", and LIGO
2 !its planned advanced configuration". The VIRGO detector
has essentially the same noise level as LIGO 1 for the GW

bursts considered here. We defer to Sec. VI a precise defini-

tion of these noise levels, as well as the meaning of the extra

short-dashed line in the lower right corner of Fig. 1.

From Fig. 1 we see that the discovery potential of ground-

based GW interferometric detectors is richer than hitherto

envisaged, as it could detect !if c#1) cosmic strings in the
range $!10"10, i.e. G%!10"12 !which corresponds to

string symmetry breaking scales ! 1013 GeV). Even if c

#0.1, i.e. if cusps are present only on 10% of the loops in

the network, which we deem quite plausible, !advanced"
ground-based GW interferometric detectors might detect GW

bursts from cusps in a wide range of values of $ . Let us also
note that the value of $ suggested by the !superconducting-"
cosmic-string gamma ray burst !GRB" model of Ref. &9',
namely $#10"8, nearly corresponds in Fig. 1 to a local

maximum of the GW cusp amplitude. &This local maximum
corresponds to zm#1. The local minimum on its right corre-
sponds to z#zeq .' In view of the crudeness of our estimates,
it is quite possible that LIGO 1 or VIRGO might be sensitive

enough to detect these GW bursts. Indeed, if one searches for

GW bursts which are !nearly" coincident with !some4"
GRB’s the needed threshold for a convincing coincident de-

tection is much closer to unity than in a blind search. Let us

finally note that Fig. 1 indicates that !except if k happens to
be parametrically large" the kink bursts are too weak to pro-
vide an interesting source for LIGO-VIRGO.

In Fig. 2, we do the same plot as Fig. 1 !still with Ṅ

#1 yr"1), but with a central frequency f# f c
#3.9$10"3 Hz optimized for a detection by the planned

space borne GW detector LISA. The meaning of the various

curves is the same as in Fig. 1. The main differences with the

previous plot are !i" the signal strength, and the SNR, are
typically much higher for LISA than for LIGO, so that LISA

could be sensitive to even smaller values of $ !down to $
!10"11.6); !ii" LISA is very sensitive even to rare cusp

events (c#0.1 or even smaller"; !iii" LISA is, contrary to

LIGO, sensitive to the kink bursts !which are believed to be
ubiquitous"; and !iv" though the GW burst signals still stand

out well above the cusp-confusion background !discussed in
Sec.VI", the latter is now higher than the !broadband" detec-
tor noise in a wide range of values of $ . LISA is clearly a
very sensitive probe of cosmic strings. We note again that a

search in coincidence with GRB’s would ease detection.

VI. DETECTION ISSUES, CONFUSION NOISE, PULSAR

TIMING EXPERIMENTS

A. Signal to noise considerations

Let us first complete the explanation of Figs. 1 and 2 by

discussing the choice of the central frequencies and the de-

tector noise levels indicated there.

We recall that the optimal squared signal to noise ratio

!SNR" for the detection of an incoming GW by correlation

with a suitable bank of matched filters is given by

(2#" S
N

# 2#$
")

%)

d f
%h̃! f "%2

Sn! f "
#2$

0

%)d f

f

%h! f "%2

„hn! f "…2 .
!6.1"

Here h̃( f ) is the Fourier transform of the !best" template
!assumed to match the signal", Sn( f ) is the !two-sided" noise
spectral density, and, as above, we introduce the logarithmic

Fourier quantities h( f )*% f %h̃( f ), and hn( f )*!% f %Sn( f ). For
cusp bursts !on which we focus" the optimal bank of filters
!when neglecting the fine structure around the center of the
cusp" is

h! f "#A% f %"1/3e2+i f tc, !6.2"

and depends, in addition to the overall amplitude factor, on

only one parameter: the arrival time tc . We take the follow-

ing model of the LIGO 1 !two sided" noise curve !see, e.g.,
Ref. &19'" !for f above the seismic cut off f s#40Hz)

Sn! f "#
1

2
S0&2%2" f

f 0
# 2%" f

f 0
# "4' . !6.3"

Here S0#1.47$10"46 Hz"1 and f 0#200 Hz. &Equation
!6.3" is not really up to date, but it is sufficient for our
present orientation estimate.' By inserting Eqs. !6.2" and
!6.3" into Eq. !6.1" we obtain an explicit integral propor-
tional to ,(dx/x)&1/s(x)' where x* f / f 0 and s(x)#x5/3(2

%2x2%x"4). The minimum of the function s(x) is located

at xm#0.7483, which corresponds to f m#xm f 0#149.67 Hz.
Therefore LIGO 1 is optimally sensitive, for such signals, to

the frequencies f# f m#150 Hz. &This value would also be
approximately appropriate for kink signals, and also for the

LIGO 2 noise curve.' Choosing f c#150Hz as a fiducial fre-

4The local maximum of the 1/yr hcusp in Fig. 1 corresponds to a

redshift zm#1. By contrast, in the model of Ref. &9' the !300 times
more numerous" GRB’s come from a larger volume, up to redshifts
#4.

FIG. 2. Gravitational wave amplitude of bursts emitted by cos-

mic string cusps !upper curves" and kinks !lower curve" in the LISA
frequency band, as a function of the parameter $#50G% !in a base-
10 log-log plot". The meaning of the three solid curves is as in Fig.
1. The short-dashed slanted curve indicates the confusion noise. The

lower long-dashed line indicates the one sigma noise level !after
optimal filtering" of LISA.

GRAVITATIONAL WAVE BURSTS FROM CUSPS AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 064008

064008-13

LIGO

LIGO II

LISA

T.Damour & A.Vilenkin, Phys.Rev.D 64, 064008



重力波源(点源)の方向決定精度
ここまで説明した重力波源は、点源で短時間のイベン
トのもの。
これらについて、方向は求められるのだろうか？
Ans. ４台以上の検出器が必要



(cont.) 重力波源の方向決定精度
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連続波
hTT

ij (t,x) =
2

r
Ïij

Iij は慣性モーメントテンソルの
trace less part

h+ = −h0(1 + cos2 θ) cos(2πf0t)

h× = −2h0 cos θ sin(2πf0t)

h0 =
2π2G

c4

εI3f
2
0

r

ε =

I1 − I2

I3

GW放出によるエネルギー損失率
LGW =

32G

5c5
ε
2
I
2

3Ω
6

Ωはパルサーの周波数、
重力波周波数の半分

h ∼ 10−30

( ε

10−7

) (
f0

Hz

)2 (
r

kpc

)
−1

Hz kpc h
Crab 60 2.3 1e-24
Vela 22 0.5 1e-24

SN1987A 935 50 1e-26

自転する高密度星からの重力波



(cont.) 連続波 : 探索

CRAB IV (Iは1977)
かにパルサー , 30Hz
h< 2x10-22             Suzuki et. al.,1993 
TAMA
SN1987A remnant 　= Search range: 934.908 ±0.05 Hz

Upper limit:  h ~ 5 x 10-23 (C.L> 99%) with 1200 hours TAMA 
data (dt4,dt6)

Soida et al. Class. Quant. Grav.Vol.20. No.17(2003)S645 

LIGO + GEO  S1
J1939+2134

Phys.Rev.D69, 082004
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(cont.) LIGO + GEO S1

Phys.Rev.D69, 082004

cally inferred this way. However, there appears to be no

strong evidence supporting this inference.!
We now turn to the possible physical mechanisms respon-

sible for periodic GWs in this frequency range. The main

possibilities that have been considered are "1! NS spin pre-
cession, "2! an excited NS oscillation mode "most likely the
r-mode!, and "3! small distortions of the NS shape away
from axisymmetry. At present, the third mechanism "small
ellipticity! seems the most plausible source of detectable
GWs, and in this paper we set upper limits for this particular

mechanism "the three mechanisms predict three different
GW frequencies for the same observed rotation frequency!.
However, we begin by briefly commenting on the other two

possibilities.

A NS precesses "or ‘‘wobbles’’! when its angular momen-
tum J is not aligned with any principal axis of its inertia

tensor. A wobbling NS emits GWs at the inertial-frame pre-

cession frequency, which is very nearly the rotation fre-

quency f r . While large-amplitude wobble could plausibly

produce GW amplitudes h0#10
!27 over short time scales,

the problem with this mechanism is that dissipation should

damp NS wobble quickly $22%; while this dissipation time
scale is quite uncertain "it is perhaps of the order of a year
for a MSP!, it is almost certainly orders of magnitude shorter
than the typical lifetimes of MSPs. So unless some mecha-

nism is found that regularly reexcites large-amplitude

wobble, it is unlikely that any nearby MSP would be wob-

bling. Moreover, most MSPs have highly stable pulse shapes

and typically appear not to be wobbling substantially. In par-

ticular, the single-pulse characteristics of PSR J1939"2134
have been observed to be extremely stable with no pulse-to-

pulse variation except for occasional giant pulses $23%. It has
been verified through radio observations that PSR J1939

"2134 continued to spin according to a simple spin-down
model during S1 $24%.
r-modes "modes driven by Coriolis forces! have been a

source of excitement among GW theorists since 1998, when

Andersson $25% and Friedman and Morsink $26% showed that
they should be unstable due to gravitational back reaction

"the Chandrasekhar-Friedman-Schutz instability!. Nonlinear
mode-mode coupling is predicted to saturate the growth of

r-modes at dimensionless amplitude &#10!3( f r /kHz)
5/2

$27%. This implies r-mode radiation from nascent NSs in ex-

tragalactic supernovas will not be detectable, but r-mode

GWs from old, recycled Galactic NSs could still be detect-

able by Advanced LIGO. For example, GWs from an excited

r mode could balance the accretion torque in accreting NSs,

as in the Wagoner-Bildsten mechanism.

We now turn to GWs from small nonaxisymmetries in the

NS shape. If h0 is the amplitude of the signal at the detector

from an optimally oriented source, as described above, and if

we assume that the emission mechanism is due to deviations

of the pulsar’s shape from perfect axial symmetry, then

h0$
4'2GN

c4

Izz f s
2

r
( , "3.1!

where r is the distance to the NS, Izz is its principal moment

of inertia about the rotation axis, ()(Ixx!Iyy)/Izz is its el-

lipticity, and the gravitational wave signal frequency f s is

exactly twice the rotation frequency f r . Here GN is New-

ton’s constant, and c is the speed of light. This is the emis-

sion mechanism that we assume produces the gravitational

wave signal that we are targeting.

One possible source of ellipticity is tiny ‘‘hills’’ in the NS

FIG. 1. "Color! Upper curves: characteristic

amplitude *h0+ of a known monochromatic signal
detectable with a 1% false alarm rate and a 10%

false dismissal rate by the GEO and LIGO detec-

tors at S1 sensitivity and with an observation time

equal to the up-time of the detectors during S1

"GEO: 401 h, L1:137 h, H1: 209 h, H2: 214 h!.
Lower curves: *h0+ for the design sensitivities
of the detectors for an assumed 1-yr observation

time. Solid circles: upper limit on *h0+ from the
measured spin-down rate of known radio pulsars

assuming a moment of inertia of 1045 g cm2.

These upper limits were derived under the as-

sumption that all the measured loss of angular

momentum of the star is due to the emission of

gravitational waves, neglecting the spin-down

contribution from electromagnetic and particle

emission. The arrow points to the solid circle rep-

resenting pulsar J1939"2134.

SETTING UPPER LIMITS ON THE STRENGTH OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 082004 "2004!

082004-5

rameters, gathering together the evidence supporting a par-

ticular h0 irrespective of orientation. We have also per-

formed an alternative calculation of the frequentist ULs by

using a p(F !h0) derived from a population of signals with

cos ! and " parameters uniformly distributed, as were the

Bayesian priors in the time domain search. As expected, we

find that the resulting ULs have somewhat lower values than

the conservative ones reported in Table IV: 1.2!10"21,

1.5!10"22, 4.5!10"22, and 2.3!10"22 for the GEO, L1,

H1, and H2 data sets, respectively.

Note that a conservative UL in one scheme #Bayesian or
frequentist$ should not be expected to always produce a
higher number than an average or optimistic UL in the other

scheme. In particular, when F ! is fairly low #as in the GEO
case$, it is reasonable for the frequentist conservative UL to
actually be lower than the Bayesian UL %39&, as we see in the

first line of Table IV. Conversely, the large value of F ! for

H1 translates into a relatively large ratio of the frequentist

‘‘average’’ UL to the Bayesian one.

B. Discussion of previous upper limit results

Two prior upper limits have been published on the strain

of a signal from our specific pulsar J1939#2134. A limit of
h$3.1!10"17 and 1.5!10"17 for the first and second har-

monics of the rotation frequency of the pulsar, respectively,

was set in %40& using 4 d of data from the Caltech 40-m

interferometer. A tighter limit h$10"20 was determined us-

ing a divided-bar gravitational wave detector at Glasgow

University for the second harmonic alone %41&.
More sensitive untargeted UL results on the strain of pe-

riodic GW signals at other frequencies come from acoustic

bar detector experiments %42,43,44&. As a consequence of the
narrow sensitivity bands of these detectors #less than 1 Hz
around each mode$ and the fact that their frequencies do not
correspond to those of any known pulsars,9 studies with bar

antennas have not investigated possible emission from any

known pulsars.

In %42& a UL of 2.9!10"24 was reported for periodic sig-

nals from the Galactic center, with 921.32$ f s$921.38 Hz
and no appreciable spin down over '95.7 days of observa-
tion. These data were collected by the EXPLORER detector

in 1991. This UL result was not obtained by a coherent

search over the entire observation time, due to insufficient

timing accuracy.

In %43& a fully coherent 2-day-long all-sky search was
performed again on 1991 EXPLORER data in a f s search

band of about 1 Hz centered at 922 Hz and including one

spin-down parameter. It resulted in an UL of 2.8!10"23 at

the 99% confidence level. This search was based on the same

detection statistic used in our frequency domain analysis.

Another parameter space search is presented in %44&. Data
taken from the ALLEGRO detector during the first three

months of 1994 were searched for periodic gravitational

wave signals from the Galactic center and from the globular

cluster 47Tuc, with no resolvable spin down and with f s in

the two sensitive bands of their antenna, 896.30–897.30 Hz

and 919.76–920.76 Hz, with a 10-(Hz resolution. The re-
sulting UL at 8!10"24 is reported.

There exist several results from searches using early

broadband interferometric detectors %40,41,46–49&. As a re-
sult of the poor sensitivities of these early detector proto-

types, none of these upper limits is competitive with the

strain sensitivity achieved here. However, many of the new

issues and complications associated with broadband search

instruments were first confronted in these early papers, lay-

ing the foundations for future analyses.

Data from the first science run of the TAMA detector were

searched for continuous waves from SN1987A in a 0.05-Hz

9With the exception of the Australian detector NIOBE and of the

Japanese torsional antenna built specifically to detect periodic sig-

nals from the Crab pulsar %45&.

FIG. 8. For each interferometer, the solid line represents the

marginalized posterior PDF for h0 #PSR J1939#2134) resulting
from the S1 data. The 95% upper limits #extent of the shaded re-
gion$ are 2.2!10"21 for GEO, 1.4!10"22 for L1, 3.3!10"22 for

H1, and 2.4!10"22 for H2. The dotted line in the GEO plot shows

the posterior PDF of h0 in the presence of a simulated signal in-

jected into the GEO S1 data stream using h0%2.2!10"21, )0

%0°, "%0°, and !%0°.

TABLE IV. Summary of the 95% upper limit values of h0 for

PSR J1939#2134. The frequency domain search #FDS$ quotes a
conservative frequentist upper limit and the time domain search

#TDS$ a Bayesian upper limit after marginalizing over the unknown
!, ", and )0 parameters.

IFO Frequentist FDS Bayesian TDS

GEO (1.9&0.1)!10"21 (2.2&0.1)!10"21

L1 (2.7&0.3)!10"22 (1.4&0.1)!10"22

H1 (5.4&0.6)!10"22 (3.3&0.3)!10"22

H2 (4.0&0.5)!10"22 (2.4&0.2)!10"22

ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 082004 #2004$

082004-14

U.L. h ~ factor x 10-22



LCGTによる連続波探索の可能性
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(cont.) LCGTによる連続波探索の可能性

Pulsar Dist. [kpc] Freq. [Hz] Age [Yr] hmax SNR (1yr)

Crab 2.0 60 1200 7.2e-25 910

Vela 0.5 22 1.1e4 9.5e-25 240

1951+32 2.5 50 1.1e5 6.2e-25 65

1706-44 1.8 20 1.7e4 2.1e-25 40

1509-58 4.4 13 1.6e3 2.9e-25 26

0540-69 4.9 40 1.7e3 2.5e-26 18

1823-13 4.1 20 2.1e4 8.4e-26 16

1046-58 3.0 16 2.0e4 1.2e-25 16

1259-63 4.6 42 3.3e5 1.9e-26 15

1800-21 3.9 15 1.6e4 1.0e-25 12

0.15 347 1.6e9 5.1e-23 11

1757-24 4.6 16 1.5e4 8.9e-26 11

LCGT１年観測SNR>10

by Y.Tsunesada



Stochastic
Cosmological Origin

inflation
string cosmology
cosmic string
1st order phase transition at EW scale

Ωgw(f) =
1
ρc

dρgw

d log f

ρc =
3H2

0

8πGN

: critical density

ρgw : energy density of stochastic GW



(cont.)
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signal just in the LISA frequency window, while the QCD phase transition is expected to
give a signal peaked around f = 4×10−6 Hz. However, the signal is sizable only if the phase
transition is first order and, unfortunately, in the Standard Model with the existing bounds
on the Higgs mass, there is not even a phase transition but rather a smooth crossover, so
that basically no GW is produced. However, in supersymmetric extensions of the Standard
Model, the transition can be first order, and a stronger signal could be obtained. Depending
on the strength of the transition, one could even get a signal such as curve (d) of fig. 4.
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Figure 4: The backgrounds predicted, with optimistic choice of parameters, by (a) inflation,
(b) string cosmology, (c) cosmic strings, (d) a first order phase transition at the electroweak
scale, together with the bounds and sensitivities of fig. 3.

Finally, there are very interesting astrophysical backgrounds, coming from a large number
of unresolved sources. These are displayed in fig. 5. For a discussion, see [19] and the contri-
bution of Raffaella Schneider to these proceedings. Another important issue, especially for
LISA, is also how to discriminate cosmological from astrophysical backgrounds, see eg. [20].

The conclusion that emerges looking at fig. 3 is that in the next few years, with the first
generation of ground based interferometers, we will have the possibility to explore five new
order of magnitude in energy densities, probing the content in GWs of the universe down
to h2

0Ωgw ∼ 10−5. At this level, the nucleosynthesis bound suggest that the possibility of
detection are quite marginal. It should not be forgotten, however, that nucleosynthesis is a
(beautiful) theory, with a lot of theoretical input from nuclear reaction in stars, etc., and
its prediction is by no means a substitute for a measurement of GWs. With the second
generation of ground based interferometers and with LISA, we will then penetrate quite
deeply into a region which experimentally is totally unexplored, and where a number of
explicit examples (although subject to large theoretical uncertainties) suggest that a positive
result can be found.

Stochastic : cosmlogical

M.Maggiore, gr-qc/0008027
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Stochastic: LIGO S1
50 + 100 hour data
周波数帯域：40-314 Hz Ω0h

2
100 ≤ 23 ± 4.6

h100 ≡ H0

H100
H100 ≡ 100

km
sec · Mpc

≈ 3.24 × 10−18 1
sec

Phys.Rev.D69, 122004
limit from a correlation between the Garching and Glasgow

prototype interferometers !28", several upper limits from ob-
servations with a single cryogenic resonant bar detector

!29,30", and most recently an upper limit from observations

of two-detector correlations between the Explorer and Nau-

tilus cryogenic resonant bar detectors !31,32". Note that the
cryogenic resonant bar observations are constrained to a very

narrow bandwidth (#f$1Hz) around the resonant frequency
of the bar.

IV. DETECTION VIA CROSS CORRELATION

We can express the equivalent strain output si(t) of each

of our detectors as:

si% t &'hi% t &!ni% t &, %4.1&

where hi(t) is the strain signal in the ith detector due to a

gravitational wave background, and ni(t) is the detector’s

equivalent strain noise. If we had only one detector, all we

could do would be to put an upper limit on a stochastic

background at the detector’s strain noise level; e.g., using L1

we could put a limit of (0h100
2 $103 in the band 100–200

Hz. To do much better, we cross correlate the outputs of two

detectors, taking advantage of the fact that the sources of

noise ni in each detector will, in general, be independent

!12,13,18,33–35". We thus compute the general cross

correlation:3

Y'!
"T/2

T/2

dt1!
"T/2

T/2

dt2s1% t1&Q% t1"t2&s2% t2&, %4.2&

where Q(t1"t2) is a %real& filter function, which we will
choose to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of Y. Since the

optimal choice of Q(t1"t2) falls off rapidly for time delays

"t1"t2" large compared to the light travel time d/c between
the two detectors,4 and since a typical observation time T

will be much, much greater than d/c , we can change the

limits on one of the integrations from ("T/2,T/2) to

(") ,)), and subsequently obtain !18":

Y*!
")

)

d f !
")

)

d f !+T% f" f !& s̃1*% f &Q̃% f !& s̃2% f !&,

%4.3&

where

+T% f &'!
"T/2

T/2

dte"i2, f t#
sin%, f T &

, f
%4.4&

is a finite-time approximation to the Dirac delta function,

and s̃ i( f ),Q̃( f ) denote the Fourier transforms of

si(t),Q(t)—i.e., ã( f )'-")
) dte"i2, f ta(t).

To find the optimal Q̃( f ), we assume that the intrinsic

detector noise is: %i& stationary over a measurement time T;
%ii& Gaussian; %iii& uncorrelated between different detectors;
%iv& uncorrelated with the stochastic gravitational wave sig-

3The equations in this section are a summary of Sec. III from Ref.

!18". Readers interested in more details and/or derivations of the
key equations should refer to Ref. !18" and references contained
therein.

4The light travel time d/c between the Hanford and Livingston

detectors is approximately 10 msec.

TABLE I. Summary of upper limits on (0h100
2 over a large range of frequency bands. The upper portion of the table lists indirect limits

derived from astrophysical observations. The lower portion of the table lists limits obtained from prior direct gravitational wave measure-

ment.

Observational

technique

Observed

limit

Frequency

domain

Comments

Cosmic microwave background (gw% f &h100
2 .10"13# 10"16 Hz

f
$ 2 3$10"18% f%10"16 Hz !24"

Radio pulsar timing (gw( f )h100
2 .9.3$10"8 4$10"9% f%4$10"8 Hz 95% C.L. bound, !25"

Big-bang nucleosynthesis - f&10"8 Hzd ln f(gw( f )h100
2 .10"5 f&10"8 Hz 95% C.L. bound, !26"

Interferometers (gw( f )h100
2 .3$105 100' f'1000 Hz Garching-Glasgow !28"

Room temperature

Resonant bar %correlation& (gw( f 0)h100
2 .3000 f 0#985(80 Hz Glasgow !27"

Cryogenic resonant bar %single& (gw( f 0)h100
2 .300 f 0#907 Hz Explorer !29"

(gw( f 0)h100
2 .5000 f 0#1875 Hz ALTAIR !30"

Cryogenic resonant bar %correlation& (gw( f 0)h100
2 .60 f 0#907 Hz Explorer!Nautilus !31,32"
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まとめ
大型干渉計の観測運転開始
TAMA, LIGO, VIRGO
LIGOはデザイン感度に肉薄している
現在の感度では、イベント検出は厳しい

種々の重力波について解析がなされている
発見の報告はないが、上限値は日々更新中

将来計画の必要性
LCGT, LIGO II ならば検出が見込める
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